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the southeastern was the first british rail class 465 diesel multiple unit (dmu) to enter service, being
introduced to the service in july 1979. designed to work as a lightweight, low-cost alternative to the
mainline electric units that had been the most commonly used dmus for the previous 30 years, the
southeastern was one of the last pre-loco dmus to be built. this was the final class of pre-loco dmus.
train sim world is the most advanced train simulation on the market. not only do you get to drive the
trains, you can also set the route, be in charge of the station and can even save your route and
reload it at any time! the southeastern was a british rail class 465 diesel multiple unit (dmu) built by
british rail. the dmu was the first to be produced in britain and has been used on most of the british
rail network since 1979. it is used for medium-weight local passenger services, except in northern
ireland, where it is used on the belfast-derry route. this add-on will allow players to drive the
southeastern on the mainline. the southeastern dmu's routes were london marylebone, bristol
temple meads, eastbourne, hastings, brighton, ashford, reading, portsmouth harbour, salisbury,
bristol parkway, exeter st davids, st austell and st just. the southeastern worked out of the railway
stations and depots at: london marylebone, london euston, eastbourne, hastings, brighton,
portsmouth harbour, salisbury, bristol parkway, exeter st davids, st austell and st just. in addition,
the southeastern was also used in london and the south east, to a lesser extent in the west country
and in the north.
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